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1. Introduction 

 
 Currently, in the design phase, there are new 

material irradiation facilities such as the ADS Target 
Test Facility (TEF-T) [1] at J-PARC and the 
International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility 
(IFMIF). To evaluate radiation damage for the 
structural materials, historically, displacement per atom 
(DPA) is used as the unit of displacement damage 
intensity.  

Recently, we have developed a calculation method of 
the displacement cross-sections [2] in the energy range 
from 10-10 MeV to 3 GeV, including event generator 
and Coulomb scattering in the Particle and Heavy Ion 
Transport code System (PHITS) [3]. For the design of 
facilities, the database of displacement cross-sections 
has been required. Although the database for J-PARC 
facilities was developed [4], there is no data for protons 
below 20 MeV and for deuteron at all energies due to a 
lack of Coulomb scattering model. Neutron data is not 
sufficient to estimate the radiation damage of the 
structural materials.  

In this work, the authors developed the database of 
displacement cross-sections in the energy range from 
10-10 MeV to 3 GeV for neutron and from 100 keV to 3 
GeV for proton and deuteron using the new PHITS. It 
includes 14 elemental targets, many of which are 
common structural materials at accelerator and reactor 
facilities, at listed below: 

6C, 27Al, 14Si, 23V, 24Cr, 25Mn, 26Fe, 28Ni, 29Cu, 41Nb, 
42Mo, 74W, 82Pb, 83Bi 

The effect of the newly calculated cross-sections in 
assessing radiation damage at a TEF-T target vessel and 
a test irradiation in IFMIF materials is illustrated in the 
presentation as well.  

 
2. Radiation Damage Calculation in PHITS 

 
Figure 1 shows overview of radiation damage 

calculation in PHITS. For all incident particles, Primary 
Knock on Atoms (PKAs) and secondary particles are 
created by the nuclear elastic scattering and nuclear 
reactions. The conservation law on the energy and the 
momentum is sustained in each event using nuclear 
reactions, INCL4.6 [5], for high energy particles with 
energies above 10 MeV and the event generator mode 
[6] for low energy neutrons below 10 MeV. These 
models can generate the energy distribution of the 
secondary particles which affect the radiation damage 

calculations. These particles cause the cascade damage 
in a material via Coulomb scattering with a target atom. 
For incidence of charged particles, Coulomb scattering 
between incident particles and the target atom also 
causes the cascade damage. The conditions of various 
irradiations will be described by using the damage 
energy to characterize the displacement cascade. This is 
defined as the initial energy of target PKA or secondary 
particles created by nuclear reactions, corrected for the 
energy lost to electronic excitations by all of the 
particles composing the cascade. The point defects and 
their clusters affect the macroscopic material properties, 
such as hardness. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of radiation damage calculations in PHITS. 

 
 Displacement cross-section is calculated with 

Coulomb scattering using the following equation [2]: 
max

d NRT
sct

t
dtN

dt
d    (1) 

where NNRT is the number of defects produced in 
irradiated material. sc is a universal one-parameter 
differential scattering cross-section equation in reduced 
notation.  is the defect production efficiency (number 
of survived defects to NRT predictions) [7] introduced 
by C.H.M. Broeders et al. They have shown that the 
NRT model overestimates the number of displacements. 
The authors therefore made database of displacement 
cross-sections in addition to defect production 
efficiency for 26Fe, 29Cu and 74W listed in the paper [7]. 

 
3. Calculated Displacement Cross-Sections 

 
Figure 2 shows the displacement cross-sections for 

copper irradiated with proton, neutron or deuteron 
versus incident energy in the energy range from 0.1 
MeV to 3 GeV. The defect production efficiency, , 
was 1 for NRT curves. For BCA-MD,  was obtained 
from the paper [7]. For protons and deuterons at 
energies above 20 MeV, the secondary particles created 
by nuclear reaction are more dominant than PKAs 
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produced by nuclear elastic scattering, and contribution 
of Coulomb scattering for the secondary particles 
increases with energy. For the proton-induced cross-
sections below 20 MeV, the PHITS results are in good 
agreement with the experimental data. In the all cases, 
the difference between BCA-MD and NRT increases with 
energies. For neutrons at 14 MeV, protons at 1.1 GeV 
and 1.94 GeV, the agreement between BCA-MD and the 
experimental data is better than the agreement between 

NRT and data [2]. For deuterons, we found that 
displacement cross-sections above 20 MeV, which is 
mainly produced by the secondary particle, give good 
agreement with the data for proton and neutron within a 
factor of 1.5. Finally, NRT for the 14 elemental targets 
as listed in ‘1. Introduction’ and BCA-MD for 26Fe, 29Cu 
and 74W were obtained by using the radiation damage 
calculation. The cross-sections were folded into 
calculated particle fluxes in PHITS to estimate DPA 
values. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The displacement cross-sections of copper as a 
function of incident neutron, proton or deuteron energy. =1 
for solid lines and =equation in ref. [7] for dashed lines. The 
experimental data summarized in ref. [2] are also shown. 

 
4. Displacement Production due to Protons at TEF-

T and Deuterons at IFMIF 
 

In this section, applications of the calculated 
displacement cross-sections, NRT, to the radiation 
damage calculations at TEF-T and IFMIF are described. 
At TEF-T, 400 MeV protons were irradiated with the 
SUS316 specimen (compositions used in the 
calculations given in atomic %: 67.4Fe-18.4Cr-11.5Si-
1.5Mo-1Mn-0.2C, size: 0.2 cm × 4 cm × 15 cm), which 
was contained within the spallation target of lead-
bismuth eutectic (LBE). For deuteron-irradiation test, 
40 MeV deuteron beam was employed and the SUS316 
specimen was contained within air. Figure 3 shows the 
depth dependence of the DPA value for 400 MeV-250 
kW proton into SUS316+LBE with 4,500 hours 
irradiation and 40 MeV-10 MW deuteron into SUS316 
with 10 hours. The DPA value is related to the energy 
deposition. The depth dependence of the DPA value 
exhibits a so-called Bragg peak in the case of 40 MeV 
deuteron beam. For 400 MeV protons, nuclear reactions 

occur before the stopping range is reached, and 
secondary particles contribute to the overall DPA value 
at target depths below the range. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The depth dependence of DPA for SUS316 specimen 
irradiated by 400 MeV proton and 40 MeV deuteron beams. 

 
5. Conclusions 

 
The displacement cross-sections for common 

structural materials were calculated using the radiation 
damage calculation method in PHITS. The 
displacement cross-sections with the defect production 
efficiency gave good agreement with experimental data. 
For application to the DPA calculations at 400 MeV 
proton and 40 MeV deuteron, calculated cross-sections 
were folded into calculated particle fluxes in PHITS. 
Thus the PHITS including the displacement cross-
sections can be useful to calculate the DPA values in 
materials used at accelerator facilities that will be 
exposed to intense primary and secondary particle 
irradiation. It will also be useful at fission and fusion 
reactor facilities. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A small research reactor has been designed to 
provide high neutron flux toward the beam tube for cold 
neutron beam research based on the HOR reactor.[1] 
Total 9 square fuel assemblies are loaded. In order to 
manage fuel assembly easily, a single square type of 
fuel assembly is proposed in this design. Beryllium is 
chosen as the reflector, which provides a better 
characteristics of neutron moderation. However, the 
photoneutron effect of Be should be scrutinized 
especially for kinetics parameter and decay heat after 
shutdown. In order to control the reactor safely, the 
kinetics parameter such as delayed neutron yield and 
the neutron generation time are very important.[2] And 
the decay heat and neutron source after shutdown play 
an important role to manage the reactor and to restart 
the reactor, too.[3] In this study, the photoneutron effect 
of Be reflector is analyzed with three different computer 
code systems. The equilibrium core is searched by the 
McCARD code [4] and the depletion analysis of fuel 
assembly has been done with the ORIGEN-S code[5], 
from which the gamma intensities are used as the 
source term to estimate photoneutron in the Be reflector 
by using the MCNP5 code[6].    

In Section 2, the core configuration of the small 
research reactor is provided. And calculation model and 
results are described in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 
provides conclusions of this study. 

 
2. Core Configuration of Small Research Reactor 

 
The small research reactor is simply designed to 

enhance the thermal neutron flux at the nose of the 
beam tube for cold neutron beam research by shifting 
fuel assemblies toward the beam tube as shown in Fig. 
1. The core fission power is 3 MW and the reflector is 
Be square block which size is 81 mm x 81 mm. The 
core composed of 5 standard fuel assemblies and 4 
control fuel assemblies. The fuel is a typical plate type 
and both the standard fuel assembly and the control fuel 
assembly are all the same size in a square shape. The 
composition of fuel meat is U3Si2-Al and its enrichment 
of uranium is 19.75 wt% U-235, which is a typical 
value in current research reactors. As an alternative, 
UMo-Al fuel is also taken into consideration, which 
provides more uranium density and longer fuel cycle. 
The specification of the fuel assembly is given in Table 
I. Due to a single type of fuel assembly, it is a great 
advantage in fuel management for flexible core 
configuration. The control fuel assembly is surrounded 

by a square control plate. The thickness of control 
absorber is 3 mm and the height is 650 mm. In the 
reference core, the Hf metal is chosen as the control 
absorber and it provides enough reactivity worth to 
ensure a safe shutdown of reactor.  

 
Figure 1. Core configuration of the small research 

reactor 
 
Table I. Fuel Data for the Small Research Reactor  

Item Value 

Fuel Meat Material 
U3Si2-Al 
UMo-Al 

U density (g/cc) 
4.8 : U3Si2 
8.0 : UMo 

Meat thickness (mm) 0.76 
Meat width of standard FA(mm) 63.2 

Cladding thickness (mm) 0.38 
Moderator channel thickness (mm) 2.46 
Number of plates in standard FA 20 

FA size (mm) 81x81x600 
 

3. Analysis Results of Photoneutron Effect  
 
In order to analyze photoneutron effect in Be 

reflector, as a first step, a core depletion calculation is 
carried out to find an equilibrium core by the McCARD 
code. Two types of fuels are used with different fuel 
cycle lengths. In the case of U3Si2 fuel, 70 days per 
cycle is given and the UMo fuel takes 150 days per 
cycle. The estimated discharge burnups are about 
44 %U-235 and 54 %U-235 for U3Si2 fuel and UMo 
fuel, respectively, which are provided in Fig. 2. From 
the burnup data, the gamma source term is obtained up 
to 3 days from the ORIGEN-S calculation for 9 
different assemblies. By using total gamma intensities 
in the core after shutdown, the photoneutron in the Be 
reflector is calculated with the MCNP5 code. The 
ENDF7u library is used to consider photoneutron effect. 
The obtained total gamma intensity of the fuel region 
and the average photoneutron flux in reflector region 
are tabulated in Table II. Photoneutrons in Be reflector 
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of U3Si2 fuel loaded core varies from 5.4E+10 n/cm2s to 
3.5E+8 n/cm2s as the time passes from 1 s to 3 days. 
The photoneutron fluxes of UMo loaded core are 
similar to those of U3Si2 loaded core due to similar 
gamma spectra. Decay heat of Be reflector after 
shutdown is also estimated from the results of the 
photoneutron flux calculation. The ORIGEN-S code is 
used with the flux irradiation option and Fig. 3 shows 
the distribution of decay heat as a function of time after 
shutdown. The decay heats in Be reflector region of two 
different cores are similar and as the shutdown time 
increases, the decay heat decreases from about 3E-05 
W/cc to 3E-07 W/cc. 

The kinetic parameter is also estimated by the same 
way as proposed in Ref.[2] The MCNP5 code is used 
and it is assumed that the U3Si2 fuel is fresh with a 
single fuel density. The gamma rays producing 
photoneutrons are produced from prompt and delayed 
fission gammas, prompt and delayed capture gammas. 
Ignoring delayed gammas, the effective delayed neutron 
fission fraction can be estimated by the coupled 
neutron-photon calculation in MCNP5 code using mpn 
card for the reflector materials only. From the 
simulation, the delayed fractions of photoneutron from 
prompt fission gamma and prompt capture gamma is 
estimated 0.00028, 0.00024 for U3Si2 and UMo fuels, 
respectively, which are similar results compared with 
that of Ref.[2]. The corresponding ratios to the effective 
delayed neutron fraction are about 3.8%, 3.4% for  
U3Si2 and UMo fuels, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 2. Burnup of the small research reactor at the 
equilibrium core (%U-235)  
 

4. Conclusions 
 

  In this study, the small research reactor is suggested 
with two types of fuels, U3Si2 and UMo. From the 
depletion calculation, the equilibrium core is searched 
and some reactor parameters are obtained including the 
discharge burnup. By use of burnup data of each 
assembly, the photoneutron effect in Be reflector has 
been investigated through two code systems, the 
ORIGEN-S and the MCNP5 code systems. Among 
several important parameters to be checked, it is 
obtained decay heat after shutdown and delayed neutron 
fraction in this study. For two types of fuels, the similar 
decay heats are estimated and the absolute level is low 
as expected. The delayed neutron fraction due to 
photoneutron is also obtained based on the previous 
approaches and there is not so large difference from the 
reference. These photoneutron data will be utilize as an 

major input for the safety analysis and  for the restart 
analysis after reactor shutdown. 
As a further work, a detail study on the core design data 
will be performed by analyzing the reactivity feedback 
coefficient and neutron detector response.  
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Figure 3. Decay heat in the Be reflector after shutdown 
 

Table II. Photoneutron Flux in Be Reflector and 
Gamma Intensity in the Core Region 

Time 
after 

shutdown 

U3Si2 UMo 

Avg. flux  
(n/cm2s) 

Gamma 
intensity 

(photon/s) 

Avg. flux 
(n/cm2s) 

Gamma 
intensity  

(photon/s) 
1 s 5.35E+10 9.41E+17 5.07E+10 9.44E+17 
10 s 3.85E+10 7.89E+17 3.64E+10 7.93E+17 

100 s 2.29E+10 5.81E+17 2.02E+10 5.86E+17 

1000 s 9.80E+09 3.90E+17 9.37E+09 3.95E+17 
1 hours 5.21E+09 2.80E+17 5.02E+09 2.86E+17 

10 hours 9.07E+08 1.57E+17 8.86E+08 1.63E+17 

2 days 3.69E+08 9.89E+16 4.02E+08 1.04E+17 

3 days 3.52E+08 8.47E+16 3.67E+08 8.90E+16 

*Relative error  < 0.1 
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1 Introduction 
Accurate data of neutron-capture cross sections are 

important in detailed engineering designs and safety 
evaluations of innovative nuclear reactor systems [1-2]. 
Especially, neutron-capture cross sections of minor 
actinides (MAs) and long-lived fission products 
(LLFPs) have attracted attention in the field of nuclear 
systems such as transmutation of radioactive waste and 
various innovative reactor systems. However, accurate 
measurements of these cross sections are very difficult 
due to high radioactivity of these samples.  

To overcome the difficulty, the Accurate Neutron-
Nucleus Reaction measurement Instrument (ANNRI) 
has been developed by the collaboration of Hokkaido 
University, Tokyo Institute of Technology, and JAEA. 
The ANNRI is located on the Beam Line No. 04 of the 
materials and life science experimental facility (MLF) 
in the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-
PARC) [3]. A series of neutron capture cross-section 
measurements have been started using the ANNRI [4]. 
The results for 244 and 246Cm and 237Np were reported in 
Refs. [5] and [6]. As an example of neutron-capture 
cross-section measurements, a brief view of the 
measurements for 244 and 246Cm will be presented. 

 
2 Experimental Procedure 

 The measurements of prompt  rays emitted in the 
neutron-capture reactions have been performed with an 
array of germanium (Ge) detectors in the ANNRI. 
The array of Ge detectors is composed of twenty-two 

Ge crystals and located on the flight length of 21.5 m as 
described in Ref. [4]. The pulsed neutron beam was 
collimated to a 7 mm diameter at the sample position. 
The energy-integrated neutron intensities at the sample 
position are 4.5×106 n/s/cm2 in the neutron energy 
range of 1.5-25 meV at a beam power of 120 kW. In 
the experiments, J-PARC was operated at a repetition 
rate of 25 Hz, a power of 120 kW and in the "double-
bunch mode", in which each proton pulse consists of 
two bunches (each with a width of 100 ns) at intervals 
of 600 ns. 

 The 244Cm sample for -ray measurements contained 
0.6 mg of curium oxide. Its isotopic enrichment was 
90.1 mole%, and its main activity was 244Cm 1.8 GBq. 
The 246Cm sample contained 2.1 mg of curium oxide. 
Its isotopic enrichment was 59.4 mole% with a 27.5 
mole% contamination of 244Cm, and its main activities 
were 246Cm 12.1 MBq and 244Cm 1.7 GBq. To fulfill 
the safety regulations at MLF, each sample was sealed 
in an aluminum case 9 mm in outer diameter, weighing 
280 mg, and having 0.5-mm-thick walls. 
  Each sample was put in a bag of fluorinated ethylene 
propylene (FEP) films and attached to a sample holder. 
Random timing pulses were fed into every pre-amplifier 
from a random pulse generator in order to make a dead-
time correction. The total measuring time was about 64 
hours for the 244Cm sample and about 94 hours for the 
246Cm sample. For the background estimation, -ray 
measurements with an empty aluminum case and an 
empty FEP bag were also carried out for 48 hours and 
44 hours, respectively. 
 

3 Results and Discussion 
 Pulse-height spectra gated at the first resonance of 
244Cm and 246Cm are shown in Fig. 1. The spectra were 
obtained by subtracting off-resonance spectra from on-
resonance spectra. Eight and five -ray emissions were 
observed in the 244Cm(n, ) and 246Cm(n, ) reactions, 
respectively. In the spectrum for the 244Cm resonance, 
the252- and 381-keV -rays have already been studied 
in other reactions. The other six -rays were not known 
until now. In the spectrum for the 246Cm resonance, all 
the five prompt -rays are previously unknown. 
 The dead time of the data acquisition system was 
corrected using the random timing pulses. The 
backgrounds due to scattered neutrons were estimated 
using the capture -ray yields for the empty FEP bag 
sample and the empty aluminum sample. Correction 
factors for neutron self-shielding and multiple 
scattering were calculated with the Monte Carlo 
simulation code MCNP. The neutron spectrum 
determined by measuring 478-keV -rays emitted in 
10B(n, ) reactions. Relative cross sections were 
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deduced by using the TOF spectra, the deduced 
backgrounds, these corrections and the neutron 
spectrum. Contributions from chemical and isotopic 
impurities were obtained and subtracted by broadening 
the evaluated values of JENDL-4.0 with SAMMY[9] 
and by normalizing the broadened values to the relative 
cross sections at the strongest resonances. The cross 
sections for 244Cm and 246Cm were derived by 
normalizing the relative cross sections to the evaluated 
values in JENDL-4.0 using the resonance area of the 
first resonance of 240Pu. 

 
Fig. 1 The pulse-height spectra gated at the first 
resonance of 244Cm (a) and 246Cm (b). Asterisks (*) 
indicate previously unknown  rays. 

 The obtained neutron-capture cross sections for 244Cm 
and 246Cm are shown in Fig. 2 together with those 
measured by Moore[10] and with JENDL-4.0 
(broadened with SAMMY). The resonances of 244Cm at 
around 7.7 and 16.8 eV and of 246Cm at around 4.3 and 
15.3 eV were observed in the capture reactions for the 
first time. The uncertainties of the obtained cross 
sections are 5.8% at the energy of the first resonance of 
244Cm and 6.6% at that of 246Cm. 

 
Fig. 2 Deduced neutron capture cross sections of 244Cm 
(a) and 246Cm (b) and comparison to those measured by 
Moore[10] and broadened JENDL-4.0[8]. 

 
 

4 Conclusions 
 The series of neutron capture cross-section 
measurements have been started using the ANNRI. The 
results gave accurate data for the neutron capture cross 
sections of 244Cm and 246Cm in the resonance region. 
This achievement also shows the effectiveness of the 
ANNRI for the measurement of neutron capture cross 
sections of highly radioactive samples. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of the whole core transport calculation 
incorporating multi-physics phenomena which can 
occur in a power reactor is to attain high fidelity in the 
core behavior prediction. All the physical phenomena 
occurring in a reactor should be adequately modeled in 
such high fidelity realistic simulations. One of the real 
phenomena that can be overlooked in the whole core 
calculation is the nonuniform heat generation within 
each pellet which results from the rim effect. It is 
initially caused by the spatial resonance self-shielding 
effect that would result in edge peaked fissile Plutonium 
buildup production in burned pellets. In addition to the 
increased peripheral absorption due to the resonance 
self-shielding of U-238 in the region of lower 
temperature, the nonuniform power profile effect 
should be properly incorporated in the core calculation 
for properly representing the Doppler effect. In a 
previous work by Mastumoto et al. for the single pin-
cell level calculation[1], it was confirmed that the right 
profile for the pellet leads to smaller power defects than 
the predicted values obtained with a flat profile. In this 
work, the effect of intra-pellet power profiles on the 
whole core transport calculation is investigated for an 
operating pressurized water reactor (PWR) with the 
direct whole core transport code nTRACER[2]. 

2. Incorporation of Intra-pellet Power Profiles in 
Whole Core Transport Calculations 

Because of the spatial self-shielding due to U-238 
resonance absorption, more fissile plutonium isotopes 
are built up at the periphery of a fuel pellet as the fuel 
depletes. This would lead to a higher heat generation 
rate at the rim of burned fuels as illustrated in Fig. 1. As 
a consequence, the interior fuel temperature is reduced 
while the pellet surface temperature is not much 
affected. Recently, the effect of the temperature profile 
on the effective cross sections was examined[3], but the 
consistent incorporation of power and temperature 
profiles in actual core calculations was not considered.  

2.1. Fuel Conduction Calculation with Intra-pellet 
Power Profiles 

In the fuel conduction calculation, the finite 
difference method with the point scheme is adopted 
widely. The point scheme, however, is not a 
conservation scheme meaning that it cannot guarantee 
the conservation of the energy specified as the source 

term on the right hand side. This was no problem for the 
flat power cases, but not for the nonuniform profile 
cases. With this consideration, the heat conduction 
equation was discretized in this work with the volume 
scheme which can preserve the heat generation rate of 
each mesh explicitly. On the other hand, the 
temperature and burnup dependent thermal properties of 
UO2 fuel pins, e.g., thermal conductivity and gap 
conductance, should be assigned properly by using 
measured data.Here the thermal conductivity correlation 
taken from the data for the NRC’s FRAPCON 3.4 
code[4] was used and the gap conductance data for 
typical OPR1000 fuel pins obtained from the Korean 
fuel vendor were used.  

Fig. 1. Intra-pellet Power and Temperature Profiles of 
Burned Fuels 

2.2. Resonance Self-shielding Calculation with Non-
uniform temperature profiles 

The temperature profile obtained from the heat 
conduction calculation is used in the subsequent 
resonance self-shielding calculation to generate 
effective multigroup cross sections. Here the self-
shielded cross section for the resonance energy range is 
evaluated with the sub-group method for the direct 
whole core transport calculation. The limitation of the 
conventional subgroup method requiring a uniform 
temperature is mitigated by the temperature dependent 
subgroup formulation of nTRACER[5] where the 
number density of resonance isotopes is adjusted such 
that the resulting macroscopic cross sections can 
represent the temperature dependency properly in the 
nonuniform temperature profile cases. 
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3. Effects of Intra-pellet Power Profiles 

In order to investigate the effects of intra-pellet power 
profiles, nTRACER was applied to the depletion 
calculation of the initial core of Yonggwang Nuclear 
Unit 3(YGN3C1) and to the Doppler power coefficient 
calculations.

3.1. Effect on OPR1000 Depletion Calculations 

As shown in Fig. 2 which provides the critical boron 
concentration data obtained with and without the 
consideration of intra-pellet power profiles as well as 
the measured ones, essentially no difference is found 
between the two calculation cases. It implies that the 
impact of the intra-pellet power profile during the 
normal power operation is marginal. 

Fig. 2. Effect of Intra-Pellet Power Profile on 
YGN3C1 Core Depletion 

3.2 Effect on Doppler Power Coefficients 

The Doppler power coefficient is expected to be 
over-predicted (in absolute magnitude) with the flat 
power profile scheme because the average fuel 
temperature will be higher than the actual value for an 
edge-peaked power profile. Thus it would lead to an 
under-prediction of reactivity with the increasing core 
power level. This effect was examined for the YGN3C1 
core by performing the core calculation at higher power 
levels as shown in Fig. 3. The coolant temperature was 
made unchanged by adjusting the core flow rate.  

Fig. 3. Reactivity Under-prediction with Flat Power 
Profile in YGN3C1 

Fig. 3 shows the difference in the reactivity 
decrement at a higher power level from the HFP 
condition between the two calculations. Here larger 
under-prediction is observed at higher burnup because 
of the increased rim effect with more plutonium buildup. 
From these results, the Doppler power coefficients were 
also calculated and are compared in Table 3 for the 
three burnup levels. The reduction in Doppler power 
coefficient observed at  EOC1 is about 5% which is not 
negligible. And it will be larger in the subsequent reload 
cycles.

Table 1. Effect of Intra-Power Power Profile on 
Doppler Power Coefficients of YGN3C1 

Burnup, 
MWD/TU 

Doppler Power Coefficient, 
pcm/% power 

IPPP1) Flat Profile Error, % 
0 -9.44 -9.52 0.86 
6 -8.36 -8.58 2.65 

13 -8.52 -8.98 5.48 
1) Intra-Pellet Power Profile, IPPP 

4. Conclusions 

The thermal feedback treatment with intra-pellet 
power profiles was incorporated in the direct whole 
core transport code nTRACER and was applied to the 
power reactor calculations. In the depletion calculation, 
only marginal effect was observed. A notable increase 
of about 5% is, however, observed in the Doppler 
power coefficient at EOC1. Since stronger effect should 
be observed in the following cycles where the fuel 
burnup is higher, estimation of the power profile effect 
in the reload cycles is underway. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A small reactivity worth measurement plays 
important role in reactor physics experiments. However, 
the measurement uncertainty of the small reactivity 
depends on phenomena fluctuation e.g., critical water 
level. The reduction of the uncertainty and the accurate 
estimation of the uncertainty are required.  

 There are several measurement methods for 
reactivity worth, e.g., difference of critical water level 
method[1], pile oscillator method[2],[3],  foil activation 
method[4] and so on. Although the pile oscillator 
method is suitable for small reactivity measurement, it 
requires an expensive equipment and complex 
procedure to deduce reactivity from measured data.   

We proposed “sample jerk method” as a robust 
measurement method for small reactivity worth. We 
have already developed a sample driving device and 
used for sub-criticality measurements[5]. In order to 
improve the measurement uncertainty of the sample 
jerk method due to a fluctuation, we developed a new 
estimation method based on stochastic process of 
neutron.   

In this paper, a small reactivity worth measurement 
and its uncertainty estimation are described. 
 

2. Methods and Results 
 

In this section, some of the measurement techniques 
are described.  This measurement technique is consisted 
of sample jerk method with a sample driving device and 
a reactivity meter.  Additionally, we describe the results 
of critical experiment. 

 
2.1 Sample jerk method 

 
The sample jerk method is similar to pile oscillator or 

source jerk method. The procedure of sample jerk 
method is as follows: 
1. An critical state with a sample,  
2. Withdrawal of the sample from critical core,  
3. Increase of the count rate of neutron detectors, 
4. Measurement of reactivity worth with using the 

reactivity meter. 
As shown above, the sample jerk method is not need a 
lot of procedure. The sample worth measurement can be 
carried out in a short time. Additionally, the sample jerk 
method is not need a sample oscillation. The 
experiment equipment can be miniaturized relative to 

pile oscillator. For these reason, the sample jerk method 
is advantageous for reducing experimental costs and 
time for critical experiments 
  The specifications of the sample driving device are 
shown below: 

 Maximum load  : 5kg, 
 Maximum withdrawal speed : 500mm/s, 
 Maximum stroke  : 1000mm. 

 
2.2 Uncertainty estimation for reactivity fluctuation  
 

The reactivity meter can be estimated by the inverse 
kinetic method (IK method)[6] as shown following 
equation: 

m
mm tC

tndt
tdn

tn
)(

)(
)(

)(
. (1) 

The reactivity has a fluctuation due to stochastic 
process of neutron. As previously mentioned, it is 
important to accurately estimate the reactivity 
uncertainty. 

There is a correlation among the fission sources 
between generations. Therefore, we have to evaluate 
the uncertainty with correlation.  

A Monte Carlo code simulates a stochastic process of 
neutron like an actual phenomenon. Therefore, an 
estimation method of Monte Carlo code is valuable in 
evaluating the reactivity uncertainty. The MVP code[7] 
uses Ueki method[8] to evaluate the real variance of 
eigenvalue as shown following equation: 
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The first term denotes a variance of i-th generation 
eigenvalue. The second term denotes a correlation of 
between generations. We apply Ueki method to 
evaluation the reactivity uncertainty as shown following 
equation: 

1
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N

ij
jiii NN

. (3) 

 
2.3 Experimental results 

 
We carried out reactivity measurements by the 

sample jerk method in LWR-type critical facility, 
Toshiba Nuclear Critical Assembly (NCA). In these 
experiments, core consists of a uniform grid-plate, 2.0 
wt% fuel rods and sample as shown Table 1. The 
sample is located in the center of core. 
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Table 1 Specification of experiments 

Fuel rod pitch [cm] 1.52 
Fuel enrichment[wt%] 2.0 
Sample Material Ni 

 
We measured some times to confirm the 

reproducibility. The results of critical experiments are 
shown Table 2. The uncertainty results in Table 2 are 
estimated from the maximum difference of each 
experiment result. Eq.(3) is not used in this results. As 
shown Table2, the results of both methods are 
agreement within the experiment uncertainty. The 
uncertainty of sample jerk method is smaller than that 
of the deference of critical water level method, because 
the uncertainty of the critical water level has no effect 
on the measurement uncertainty of sample jerk method. 
Therefore, the sample jerk method is suitable for small 
sample worth. 
 

Table 2 Confirmation of the reproducibility 

Measurement 
method 

Deference of 
critical water 

level 
Sample jerk

Sample worth[¢] 3.73±0.40 3.77±0.10 
 

An estimation of reactivity uncertainty is important 
to evaluate the sample worth in any measurement 
method. Figure 1 shows the reactivity of reactivity 
meter in a critical state. We estimate the uncertainty of 
reactivity by using Eq.(3) as shown Table 3. By 
considering the covariance, the uncertainty is increased 
three times.  The influence of correlation is less than 
only 0.1 ¢. However, the influence becomes more 
important for small worth measurement. Therefore, this 
technique is useful for small worth measurement.  
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Fig. 1 Reactivity in critical state 

 
Table 3 Estimation reactivity in critical state 

Estimation method 
(Confidence interval:95%) 

Not 
considering 
covariance 

Considering 
covariance: 
Eq.(3) 

Reactivity[¢] -0.010±0.019 -0.010±0.061

* The uncertainties are variance of the average 
reactivity. Not variance of the each reactivity. 

 
 
 

3. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we propose the sample jerk method for 
a small reactivity worth measurement and apply Ueki 
method to critical experiment. The sample jerk method 
is advantageous for reducing experimental costs and 
time for critical experiments   

We carried out critical experiments for reactivity 
worth measurement in the deference of critical water 
level method and the sample jerk method. The result 
revealed that the sample jerk method can reduce the 
measurement uncertainty. 

The Ueki method can consider the influence of 
correlation between neutron generations. We applied to 
the estimation of reactivity uncertainty for critical 
experiment.  The influence of correlation is less than 
0.1 ¢. However, the influence becomes more important 
for small worth measurement. Therefore, this technique 
is useful for small worth measurement. 

As shown above, we propose the valuable method for 
small worth measurement in critical experiment. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A fusion-fission hybrid reactor concept is an 
attractive and efficient solution for burning of high 
level waste including transuranic(TRU) isotopes and 
fission products (FP). This study was initiated to 
explore the possibility of a hybrid reactor for 
transmutation of long-lived isotopes separated from 
PWR spent fuels [1] [2]. A concept of hybrid reactor 
for waste transmutation (Hyb-WT) is proposed which 
based on a low power Tokamak (less than 150 MWt) 
and annular ring shaped reactor core with multiple 
zones of metal fuel (TRU 60 w/o, Zr 40 w/o) and FP. 

Performance of design concepts were measured by 
many indices such as TRU and FP mass burned per full 
power year, support ratio, reduction in TRU and FP 
toxicity and tritium breeding ratio. A variety of 
computational tools (codes) have been used for hybrid 
reactor design studies because of absence of 
specifically designed tool. MCNPX [3] and 
MONTEBURNS [4] codes are compared for the 
evaluation of Hyb-WT performance parameters. The 
differences among three most popular cross section 
libraries ENDF/B-VII, JEFF3.1.2 and JENDL3.2 are 
also evaluated. 

 
2. Concept of Hyb-WT 

 
The geometry and material composition of hybrid 

reactor for waste transmutation (Hyb-WT) are shown in 
Fig.1 and Table 1 respectively.  

Table 1. Material composition of Hyb-WT 

Zone Material and  
volume fraction 

Thickness
(cm) 

First Wall ODS Steel (MA957): 70%, 
He-gas: 30% 5 

TRU zone 
Vol % per 

Fuel 
Assembly 

TRU: 3.56%, Zr: 7.04%, LiPb: 
59.91%, SiC: 4.45%, Clad ODS 
steel:  9.98%, Na-Bond: 15.06% 

45 

FP zone 
I-129: 0.5%, Cs-135: 1.7%,  Tc-
99: 0.8%, SiC: 2.5%, C: 78%,  

He-gas:16.5% 
30 

 
The Hyb-WT is based on a low power Tokamak (150 

MW max) as a neutron source of fast neutrons. The 
geometrical parameters of Tokamak design are shown in 
table 2. The TRU core was designed at 2,000 MWth fission 
power level [2] [5]. The material composition for TRU and 
FP are assumed to be same with those of spent fuel from 
1,000 MWe PWR with 10 years cooling time [6]. 

 

Table 2. Geometrical parameters of Tokamak design. 
Major radius Ro (m)  3 
Minor radius a (m)  0.7 
Fusion Power Pfus (MW) max. 150 
Neutron source (#/s-1) max. 6.7 1019  
Elongation   1.8 
Triangularity   0.5 
Aspect ratio 4.3 
Plasma volume (m3) 47.6 

 
3. Comparison of MONTEBURNS and MCNPX 

 
MONTEBURNS use one group cross sections [4] 

whereas MCNPX use 63 group cross sections [7] for 
depletion calculations which is the major difference 
between two code systems. To evaluate its effect on hybrid 
reactor design study depletion and toxicity variations of 
TRU and FP, k-eff and tritium breeding were calculated for 
Hyb-WT using MONTEBURNS and compared with 
MCNPX 2.6. ENDF/B-VII library was used for both codes. 
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The comparison of k-eff variation over the irradiation 
cycle for MONTEBURNS and MCNPX is shown in Fig. 2. 
The difference between two k-eff values is almost zero at 
the beginning of cycle and increased with time. The 
maximum difference was observed to be 488 pcm at the 
end of cycle. It shows that MONTEBURNS slightly 
overestimate the TRU transmutation. 

There is very small difference in TRU mass depletion, 
the maximum % difference for TRU mass is 0.12% at 
the end of cycle and it also reflect slightly higher 
estimation of TRU transmutation by MONTEBURNS. 

 A big difference between MCNPX and 
MONTEBURNS tritium breeding calculation is 
observed as shown in Fig. 3. MCNPX calculates 13.24 
kg tritium breeding whereas MONTEBURNS predicts 
5.89 kg, over the irradiation cycle. It suggests that the 
data for Li-7 may not be considered for tritium breeding 
in MONTEBURNS as tritium production cross section 
for Li-7 is not negligible above 2 MeV. 

 
4. Neutronic Analysis of Hyb-WT 

 
Table 3 and 4 shows the summary of neutronic 

parameters and TRU and FP transmutation performance 
calculated using ENDF/B-VII, JEFF312 and JENDL32. 
The JEFF312 and JENDL32 resulted in overestimated 
k-eff values as compared to ENDF/B-VII even though 
similar TRU compositions and number densities are 
used. Because of different k-eff values the required 
fusion power and consequently the TBR is different for 
three libraries even though the tritium mass prediction 
by three libraries is not significantly different. The TRU 
transmutation performance of Hyb-WT predicted by 
three libraries is similar except the slight 
underestimation of TRU mass transmutation by 
JENDL32 but it significantly underestimates the FP 
transmutation.  

Table 3: Major neutronic parameters of Hyb-WT predicted by 
ENDF/B-VII, JEFF312 and JENDL32 library. 

Cross-section 
Library 

ENDF/B-
VII 

JEFF312 JENDL32 

Fusion Power  
(MW) 

14-83 12-81 10-77 

Range of keff 
variation 

0.97133 -
0.85703 

0.97606-
0.86084 

0.98071-
0.86595 

TBR 1.46 1.53 1.68 
H3 Mass (kg) 11.67 11.59 11.86 

Table 4: Transmutation performance parameters of Hyb-WT 
predicted by ENDF/B-VII, JEFF312 and JENDL32. 

 TRU FP 
Neutron 
Library 

ENDF/
B-VII 

JEFF3
12 

JEND
L32 

ENDF
/B-VII 

JEFF3
12 

JENDL
32 

Inventory (T) 16.68 16.68 16.68 2.51 2.51 2.51 
FP Mass 
Produced (kg)

   162.85 162.89 162.83

Mass-burned  
(kg) 

2250.4 2250.5 2249.7 251.55 254.51 222.67

 (kg/fpy) 746.72 746.76 746.5 83.47 84.45 73.89 
% mass-
burned/yr 

4.48% 4.48% 4.47% 3.32% 3.36% 2.94%

Support Ratio  
for 100% 
availability 

2.99 2.99 2.99 2.09 2.12 1.85 

Ingestion 
Toxicity 
Reduction  

4% 4% 4% 11% 11% 11% 

Inhalation 
Toxicity 
Reduction 

8% 8% 8% 13% 13% 11% 

 
5. Conclusions 

MONTEBURNS may not be a better option for 
hybrid reactor design study especially for tritium 
breeding calculation. There is no significant difference 
between ENDF/B-VII and JEFF312 calculated 
performance parameters of Hyb-WT. JENDL32 shows 
significant difference from ENDF/B-VII for FP 
transmutation and k-eff value estimation. May be 
JENDL33 or JENDL4 calculations match closely with 
ENDF/B-VII because of improved cross section values. 

The preliminary study of Hyb-WT shows great 
potential of fusion energy for waste transmutation. It is 
completely new and evolving technology it may require 
a comprehensive design and performance analysis over 
its life time which will be pursued for its practical 
application. 
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1. Introduction 

The direct whole-core transport calculation without 
homogenization (in either multigroup deterministic or 
continuous-energy Monte Carlo method) is not yet 
tractable for routine use with current computing power.
As an alternative to the direct approach, an overlapping 
local/global (OLG) iteration scheme [1, 2] was 
introduced, in which the local problem based on a 
multigroup deterministic method or a continuous-
energy Monte Carlo method is embedded in the partial 
current-based coarse-mesh finite difference (p-CMFD) 
global problem. 

As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows a half-assembly 
overlapping local problem (defined by green dot-dashed 
lines), to which the following neutron transport 
equation is applied: 

( , , ) ( , ) ( , , )

( , , ) ( , , )

1 ( ) ( , ) ( , , ) .
4

t

s

flocal

r E r E r E

d dE r E E r E
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)d ( ) (

(1)

Fig.1. Half-assembly overlapping local problem in 1-D
problem 

From a global solution in the OLG iteration scheme,
(i)  or J  at the local problem boundary and (ii)

globalk become available at each iteration. In Ref. [1], in 
the case of deterministic local problem, a fixed-source 
problem formulation is used in that BC and 

local globalk k are used to solve Eq. (1). This may be 
also termed as a “fixed-k problem (FKP)” formulation 
with incoming angular flux boundary condition. 

In the case of continuous-energy Monte Carlo local 
problem, Refs. [1] and [2] describe an eigenvalue 
problem (EVP) formulation with albedo boundary 
condition J J  given, but localk  is unknown. As 
another formulation, this paper presents a fixed-k

problem (FKP) formulation and compares the two 
formulations. 

2. Two Formulations of Continuous-Energy 
 Monte Carlo Local Problem 

2.1 Eigenvalue Problem (EVP) with Albedo Boundary 
Condition [1, 2] 

When a Monte Carlo particle is about to cross a
boundary surface, it is reflected with a new weight 
corrected by albedo . This is enabled by the “albedo-
to-weight” conversion device developed in a Monte 
Carlo depletion study [3], and it is almost trivial to 
implement the method in an existing Monte Carlo code. 

2.2 Fixed-k Problem (FKP) with Incoming Partial 
Current Boundary Condition 

In this problem formulation, incoming partial current 
BCJ J  (in angular bins) and local globalk k are 

given from the previous local/global iteration.  In each 
generation j, we consider N histories such that 

,  1,2, ,s f
j jN N N j , (2)

where N is user input, s
jN is the number of histories 

sampled from the incoming boundary source and f
jN  is 

the number of histories taken from the fission source 
banked in generation j-1 and obtained as

1 1

,
1

 ,

fs
j jN N

f tf
i colj global

i col

N floor wgt
k

(3)

.s f
j jN N N (4)

Note that f is divided by globalk  in Eq. (3). 
After several generations are discarded, the subnode 

p-CMFD parameters [1, 2] are tallied based on collision 
estimators for next global calculation. 

3. Numerical Results 

The two formulations of continuous-energy Monte 
Carlo local problem in the OLG methodology are tested 
and their performances are compared in the 1-D thermal 
reactor problem [1] shown in Fig. 2. The Monte Carlo 
calculations are performed by the in-house research 
code McSLAB [4], which considers at the present time 
three major interactions (elastic scattering, capture, 
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fission) with resolved resonances and isotropic 
scattering in the center-of-mass system taken into 
account. 

Fig.2. 1-D thermal reactor with UO2 and MOX fuel 
assemblies 

To render the longest running time among local 
problems similar in the two formulations, 
histories for EVP and  histories for FKP per 
generation are selected and 50/500 inactive/active 
generations are used for each local calculation.
Homogenized parameters are generated in two groups 
for global subnode p-CMFD calculation, while 
boundary conditions for local problems are modulated 
in 45 energy groups and four angular bin partial 
currents. For the reference whole-core calculation, 

 histories per generation and 200/3000 
inactive/active generations are used. 

Table I shows the computing times of local problems 
in the two formulations at the 6-th OLG iteration. Note 
that in EVP the Monte Carlo particle is reflected at a 
boundary surface (with adjusted weight) and tracked 
further until it is absorbed, while in FKP the particle is 
not tracked further when it crosses such a surface. 

Table I. Computing times (min, Intel Xeon X5670 single 
processor running at 2.93 GHz) of local problems at 
the 6-th OLG iteration 

Local 
Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6

FKP 78.63 62.56 68.00 63.32 69.75 48.92
EVP 70.89 73.90 73.92 74.45 77.77 73.28

As the OLG iteration progresses, globalk  and relative 
root mean square errors (rRMSE) of subnode averaged 
power distributions of the two formulations are 
compared in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. 
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Fig.4. Comparison of rRMSEs of subnode averaged power 
distributions in two formulations 

4. Conclusions 

In addition to the eigenvalue problem (EVP) 
formulation, this paper describes the fixed-k problem 
(FKP) formulation of the continuous-energy Monte 
Carlo local problem to be embedded in the overlapping 
local/global (OLG) iteration methodology. The two 
formulations are tested on a simplified but typical 
thermal reactor problem. The test results indicate that 
the rRMSEs of power distributions converge faster in 
EVP than in FKP, when the maximum computing times 
for local calculations are similar. 

In contrast to EVP, the computing times in FKP vary 
widely among local problems, depending on the local 
problem characteristics and its environment. Therefore, 
it will be difficult to achieve good load balance in 
parallel computation of local problems with FKP. 
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1. Introduction 

 
In the method of characteristics (MOC) [1], 

parameters for the ray tracing, which mean azimuthal 
angle division, polar angle division and ray separation 
width, are important in the viewpoint of computational 
burden and accuracy. Although faster calculation can be 
performed with coarser ray tracing parameters, 
accuracy would be degraded because of the 
discretization error. In particular, for a strong absorber 
cell such as high Pu content MOX, very detailed ray 
tracing is required to obtain an accurate result. In order 
to improve the calculation efficiency, in this study, an 
efficient calculation scheme to reduce discretization 
error due to the ray separation is discussed. 

 
2. Calculation Model 

 
In most of the ordinary MOC calculation codes, 

equidistant ray tracing is used. However, in this 
approach, a ray trace may cover geometrical 
discontinuous points, e.g. intersects of regions, hence 
large discretization error would be caused in such 
situation. In order to avoid this issue, the macroband 
method was developed in the previous study [2, 3]. In 
the macroband method, a calculation domain is divided 
into “macroband”, boundaries of which consists of 
tangential and intersect points in the calculation 
geometry. Then each macroband is divided into 
“segment” and the path lines are drawn at the center of 
the segments. The discretization error due to the ray 
separation is expected to be reduced, since no segments 
include discontinuous points with the macroband 
method. Moreover, in the AEGIS code [4], non-
equidistant ray tracing in each macroband based on the 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature set is adopted to reduce 
numerical integration error. In this study, the 
improvement of the ray tracing is discussed by another 
aspect. The present study focuses on preservation of the 
transmission probabilities in each segment. The 
transmission probability is an important parameter, 
since it represents the effective neutron attenuation. 
However, it is difficult to generally and rigorously 
estimate the transmission probability, since the 
probability depends on not only the total cross section 
but also geometrical shape of a segment. In order to 
easily estimate the transmission probability, in this 
study, length distribution of path lines in a segment is 
assumed to obey a linear function. For the derivation of 

the present model, the macroband method based on the 
equidistant ray tracing is assumed. 

The equation for preservation of the transmission 
probability in a segment is described as follows: 

 

sin
t   (1) 

sdtts ~exp2exp
1

1
 (2) 

 
In Eq. (2), the coordinate system in a segment, which 

is normal to the direction of ray trace, is normalized as -
1 to 1. An example of the length distribution of path 
lines, which means ts  in Eq. (2), is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. An example of the length distribution 
 
When the length distribution of path lines is assumed 

to be a linear function as shown in Eq. (3), the effective 
length to preserve the transmission probability can be 
obtained as Eq. (4): 

 
tts   (3) 

sinh1ln1~s  (4) 

 
Furthermore, using a special function defined as Eq. 

(5), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as Eq. (6): 
 

x
xx

xL sinh1ln1
 (5) 

Ls~  (6) 
 
Since xL  is the odd function ( xLxL ), 

the following relationship is satisfied: 
 

 

t

s(t)

1-1
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LL  (7) 
 
Therefore, only the absolute value of  should be 

considered, and xL  can be considered only in the 
range of positive x . Fig. 2 shows the distribution of 

xL  for positive x . As shown in Fig. 2, xL is a 
monotonically increasing function, and the range of its 
values is between 0 and 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Distribution of xL  for positive x  
 
As described above, the effective length to preserve 

the transmission probability can be obtained by Eq. (6). 
The first term of the right hand side of Eq. (6) is 
equivalent to the average length of a segment, since  
represents the intercept of the length distribution and 
the coordinate system in a segment is normalized as -1 
to 1. The second term of the right hand side of Eq. (6) 
consists of a multiplication of  and xL , which can 
be both regarded as positive values. Therefore, the 
effective length always becomes shorter than the 
average length of a segment to preserve the 
transmission probability. 

In the actual implementation, , ,  and xL  
should be estimated to obtain the effective length. 
Although  can be estimated before the transport 
sweep, a large amount of memory would be necessary 
in some cases. Therefore,  should be estimated 
during the transport sweep. On the other hand, if  and 

 are estimated during the transport sweep, additional 
calculation cost would be significantly increased. 
Therefore, these values should be estimated before the 
transport sweep. These values can be easily estimated 
by drawing some additional lines in a segment during 
the ray tracing. Finally, xL  should be tabulated before 
the transport sweep, since xL  includes logarithm and 
hyperbolic sine functions, which need much 
computational time to be calculated. By adopting the 
above scheme, the calculation model of the present 
study can be implemented without significant additional 
cost, and the efficiency of the MOC calculation is 
expected to be improved. 

 
 
 
 

3. Verification 
 

In order to confirm the accuracy of the present 
method, some verification calculations are performed. 
As the conventional method, the macroband method 
based on the Gauss-Legendre quadrature set, which is 
explained in the first paragraph, is assumed, and the 
accuracy is compared between the conventional and the 
present methods. Four types of 17 x 17 fuel assemblies 
listed as follows are assumed for the verification, and k-
infinity values are evaluated by the AEGIS code. 

 
- 4.8 wt% UO2 fuel (‘UO2’) 
- 4.8 wt% UO2 fuel with RCC insertion (‘RCC’) 
- 10.0 wt% Gd bearing 4.8 wt% UO2 fuel (‘GD’) 
- 4.0, 8.0, 12.0 wt% Pu-total MOX fuel (‘MOX’) 

 
In this verification, these geometries are called as 

‘UO2’, ‘RCC’, ‘GD’ and ‘MOX’ respectively. The 
calculation conditions are as follows. In order to 
evaluate the discretization error due to the ray 
separation, divisions for azimuthal and polar angles are 
set to be detail. 

 
- Energy group: 172 groups (XMAS structure [5]) 
- Azimuthal angle division: 128 for 2  
- Polar angle division: 3 for /2 (TY-quadrature [6]) 
- Ray separation width: vary between 0.01 and 0.35 

cm 
  - Scattering order: P0 (transport correction) 

 
It should be noted that the actual ray separation 

widths are different from the input values, since widths 
of macrobands are different from each other. Therefore, 
input value means the maximum ray separation width. 
The above condition of the ray separation widths (0.01 
to 0.35 cm in input values) corresponds to about 0.01 to 
0.12 cm in average ray separation widths. 

The calculation results are shown in Figs. 3 to 6. 
These figures show the trends of k-infinity differences 
against the ray separation. The results in the 
conventional method with 0.01 cm width are used as 
the reference results. As described above, the actual ray 
separation widths are not equal to the input values. 
Therefore, the average ray separation width is used as 
the horizontal axis in Figs. 3 to 6. 

In the conventional method, the differences of k-
infinity become larger when the ray separation widths 
become coarser. The maximum difference is more than 
0.1 % k/k, and the trends of the differences have 
oscillation-like behaviors in some cases. On the 
contrary, in the present method, although the 
differences become slightly larger for coarser ray 
separation width, the maximum difference is smaller 
than 0.05 % k/k. Furthermore, the oscillation-like 
behaviors in the present method are not remarkable 
compared with those in the conventional method. 

From these results, the effectiveness of the present 
method can be confirmed. Since the accuracy is not 
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greatly decreased for coarse ray separation width in the 
present method, efficiency of the MOC calculation is 
expected to be improved by the present method. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Verification results for UO2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Verification results for RCC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Verification results for GD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Verification results for MOX 

4. Summary 
 

In this study, an efficient calculation scheme for 
MOC is investigated. The equation for the effective 
length of a path line is derived based on an assumption 
that the lengths are linearly distributed in a segment. By 
using the effective length, the transmission probabilities 
in each segment can be preserved. Through the 
verification calculations, the accuracy of the present 
method can be confirmed, and efficiency of the MOC 
calculation is expected to be improved by the present 
method. 
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